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Imagine your restaurant became
absolutely new. Fresh, modern
and exciting. Fully transparent
and controllable. With 32% higher
bill and much bigger guest flow.
All of this is possible with
Interactive Restaurant Technology!
It is based on our latest invention —
Interactive Dining Table. In a class
of its own, it is capable for flawless
work even in the most toughest
conditions. In a pair with amazing
end-to-end software solution we
revolutionise Food & Beverage
industry. Welcome to the future
right now!

Protected and strong

Strong steel frame and smart
construction makes Interactive
Table long-lasting asset.
You will be impressed not only
of elegant design and thing
profile but also of toughness
and durability.

We cover our precise Ultra-HD
screen with entire peace of thick
and super-strong Dimond glass.
It is a specially toughened safety
glass which makes surface of our
table crisp and shock-proofed.

Amazing
4K Ultra-HD
screen

The size of the ultra higher-resolution Retina displays
on IRT may be the first thing you notice. But what you
experience is so much more. With innovations that
deliver higher contrast, dual-domain pixels for more
accurate color at wider viewing angles, and an
improved polarizer, these are the thinnest, most
advanced Multi-Touch displays we’ve ever made.
4K resolution is effectively four times that of Full HD,
so you'll see the picture, not the pixels, even up close.
The first time you see it, you might not believe your
eyes. Application and text will be more detailed than
you've ever seen before.

Make payment
any way you want

We invite
you personally

IRT will change how you pay with breakthrough contactless

Use NFC, mobile apps, or QR code for easy access to your

payment technology or with credit card and unique security

account and get your discount, Facebook data or just for share

features built right into the device. So you can use your

photos with your friends

smartphone or your credit card to pay in a simple, secure,
and private way.

Comes with
amazing
collection
of Apps
Restaurant
Media library
Facebook
Weaher
News
Service
Camera
Social Room

Unlimited
Multitouch
Our own unique touch technology
supports unlimited number of
touches. It will keep working even
if every single visitor sitting after
the table will put his hands on the
surface. Enjoy IRT technology
without any limits!

Recognition of objects
and hands

Recognition of hands

Recognition of objects

Pressure

Unique
moultitouch
sensor
We have developed interactive
tables that have flat surfaces
made from industrial glass,
which provides additional
breakage and spilled water
protection.
The picture is displayed directly
under the glass, that is why the
interactive surface, as well as
both crispness and quality of
the image are just impressive.

Can I use any interactive table in a restaurant?
No, not every interactive table is even nearly suitable for a restaurant. The answer is related to the technology, on which an interactive table
is based upon. Firstly, an interactive table for restaurants should support at least 32 simultaneous touches (multitouch), due to the fact that
there usually are 4 people sitting at the table and each one of them has 10 fingers.
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Infrared touch frame

Capacitive multitouch

Today, interactive tables that are based on the IR
technologies (frame or lasers) are the most popular
solution. The frame would stick out on the top of
the table surface along the whole perimeter what
would make the visitors feel uncomfortable and
would increase the risk of spilled drinks and thus
cause hardware damage. Technology won’t operate
if you cover any significant part of the frame, what
would happen quite often when a visitor puts his
hands on the table.

The second most popular technology – the
capacitive (also widely used in modern
smartphones and tablet PCs). In this case there is
no frame, and the table surface can be flat.
But it can only be used on a small size screen what
makes it unpractical even for a 2 person table.

Can’t be used
for restaurants

Can’t be used
for restaurants

CAMERA

Optical Projection
technology
The next technology available is the optical one
(Microsoft Surface and similar). The main
disadvantage is a big box with a projector and a
camera, what creates discomfort, because visitors
don’t have enough room to place their feet.

Can’t be used
for restaurants

Multitouch foil
The forth one – interactive film, which can be
placed on the rear side of the table. Disadvantages
are a limited number of simultaneous touches, that
could be tracked (up to 16), and a technical
requirement – it should be placed at least 1.5
inches (4 cm) below the table surface. This would
shift the screen down a lot, and visitors would be
forced to focus their eyes and look inside the table.

Can’t be used
for restaurants

Return your
investments
in 6-10 months
Installing IRT system in new
restaurant can rise typical cost
by 30-40%. But with incredible
effectiveness it will pays off
very quickly.
Depending on many individual
factors you can return your
investments in less than a year
and take great profit long time
after that. With IRT you will have
brand-new innovative business
which will opens to you new
possibilities every coming day.

5$
per seat
per day

Business
Benefits

Attract more
visitors
Modern, fresh and inspiring atmosphere
will rise visitor flow substantially.
With your new interactive restaurant
you can easily make a big buzz amongst
your local community. In a short term your
project will become a local wonder.

Make social
marketing
for free
Thanks to tight integration with
social network your visitors will
promote your restaurant amongst
their connections. In time of food
delivery waiting they will share
their impressions with friends
and family members. Such an
“advocacy” will be many time
as effective as traditional SMM
order.

Rise every bill by 32%
Waiters-independent ordering system with beautiful graphics and smart suggestions
induces your client to order more and more. With IRT they don’t have collect their
wishes in one list or wait for waiters minutes by minutes. In our practice this
innovative feature increases bill by 1/3.

Incredible up-selling
Think about IRT table as a mighty
sale machine. Don’t limit yourself
to food. Now you can sell almost
anything.
Think about games, gifts, any sort
of tickets or touristic voyages.
Your visitors can book rooms in hotel,
order taxi or buy vacation cruise.
Of course, you can reach money
on every action.

Double your profit
“from the air”

With IRT table your receive absolutely new and
unbelievably powerful advertising channel. It is
like to have your own TV channel but even better.
You can sell access to your visitors to the outer
world and make money “from the air”. Be smart
and you will increase raw income by 50% which
means doubled or tripled pure profit.

100% honest
customer feedback
IRT table will collect customer feedback
many times as effective as any agency
thanks to smart and friendly software.
It will never forget to ask for and will
never lose or distort results.
Thus you will always know how good
is your chief, your waiters and your
atmosphere. And what to change in
your business to run better. You will
get this priceless information literally
for free.

Save up
to $100,000
every year on
waiter’s salary
With IRT technology you will need only 40% of usual
waiters quantity. They don’t charged for ordering or
billing anymore. Now their main function is IRT
introduction and food delivery. That’s mean you will
save up to $100,000 every year for 100 sits cafe or
restaurant.

Win your
mortal fight
against theft
IRT table gives you full control
on most important service stages.
No more “people factor” between
you and your client’ money. With
fully automatised ordering and billing
processes nobody can cheat you in
FOH operations. With only this factor
IRT system is a no-brainer choice.

Save money on renovations
Now your new restaurant is fully digital so you can change theme and atmosphere very fast and for free. New pictures,
videos and animations will make fresh-new impressions on your regular visitors. If your choose projection technology
for interactive walls you can do the same with entire room. You can do such a trick every day if you want.

Restaurant
operating

Menu Management
It is a great tool for creating “live” menu for every dish you offer. Upload picture or movie,
write description, choose a price and options for discounts. Voila! Smart and engaging
interactive menu sells your dishes much better than ordinary one.

Live order map
This page will show you “eagle
eye view” of your restaurant.
Empty tables, served tables
and waiting table are all seen
on your screen.
Moreover, you can change
their position on screen by
drag and drop to simulate
room layout.

Point of Sales (POS)
Classical POS functionality in a modern shell. Manage orders, print bills,
apply discounts with our powerful yet user-friendly POS module.

Statistics
How much do you sell? How big your profit is? Who is your visitors? We can give you
an answer on this questions with elegance. This window shows a clear view of how
your business performs in real time.

Client Management (CRM)
With IRT you receive a magic database which fills with contacts automatically every time when new
visitor does login into Facebook. In short time you will know most of your customers in person and
can communicate with them properly.

CLIENTS

Staff Managament
See personal data, look at their score, provide fair rewards — it takes just several minutes.
With this tool you can check real staff performance at any time you want.

Add new apps
Add, configure and delete application you want to use in your environment. You can easily define
any attribute by choosing proper switchers and checkboxes to make it working in a way you want.

Web site constructor
Do you need modern and beautiful website which is very easy to setup and update? You will take it
for free with IRT system! It can be started in minutes, has place reservation feature and is fully
integrated with our restaurant management software.

Multiple language support
Interactive Restaurant can “speak” at any language you want. Make a set of available languages in
operation menu and it becomes available on every table in a room. If you need more language just
ask for it and we add it for free.
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